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President Obama’s Accomplishments for NASA
May 22, 2012
The Space Launch System [will] be the backbone of its manned spaceflight program 
for decades. It [will] be the most powerful rocket in NASA’s history…and puts NASA 













• Human-rated to provide safe and reliable systems
• Protecting the public, NASA workforce, high-value 
equipment and property, and the environment from 
potential harm
 Affordable
• Maximum use of common elements and existing 
assets, infrastructure, and workforce
• Constrained budget environment
• Competitive opportunities for affordability on-ramps
 Sustainable
• Initial capability: 70 metric tons (t), 2017–2021
– Serves as primary transportation for Orion and
human exploration missions
• Evolved capability: 105 t and 130 t, post-2021
 Offers large volume for science missions and payloads
 Reduces trip times to get science results faster
 Minimizes risk of radiation exposure and orbital debris impacts
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Optimum design for BEO missions of  national importance
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(EELV 5m DCSS –
Boeing/ULA)
Launch Abort System
Upper Stage & Core Stage Commonality
• Same diameter (27.5 ft.) and basic design
• Manufacturing facilities, tooling, materials, & processes/practices
• Workforce
• Supply chain/industry base
• Transportation logistics
• Ground systems/launch infrastructure
• Propellants
Commonality of Core Stage












70 metric ton Payload
Block 2 Capability
130 metric ton 
Payload
Evolutionary Path to Future Capabilities
• Minimizes unique configurations









SLS Core Stage Welding Tools Progress




Integrated and powered up hardware, software, and operating 
systems for an inaugural run.
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SLS RS-25 Core Stage Engine Progress








Launch Vehicle/Stage Adapter (LVSA)
• Manufacturing Contract Award is 
Projected for January 2014
• Critical Design Review Jan. 2015
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Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage (ICPS)
• Modified Delta IV Upper Stage
• CDR Jan 2015
• Integration at KSC Jan 2017
MPCV/Stage Adapter (MSA)
• Design once, build/fly many times
• Shipped to KSC April 2014 to support 
Exploration Flight Test (EFT) 1 Dec 
2014
• CDR for Exploration Mission (EM)-1 
Jan 2015
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SLS Systems Engineering and Integration
Conducted thousands of hours of testing across the country.
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SLS Development On Time, Within Budget
www nas MSFC_RSA_Update 
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Conclusion
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